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The Semester Five Project will have students design a Cultural Interpretation Centre at Mahe. The 

studio brief expects students to understand the complexities in the cultural history of Mahe, 

consolidate oral histories and memories, and construct a narrative that is shared and meaningful. It 

is expected that this narrative will be realized through the spatial and tectonic design and material 

detailing of the Cultural Interpretation Centre, which is a mixed-use public building in a significant 

location in the vicinity of the Mahe waterfront. Designs produced by students should not only be 

functional, but they should also have evocative spatial qualities appropriate to an experiential 

project like the Cultural Interpretation Centre. Furthermore, a very significant aspect of this project 

is Inclusive Design (designing for the differently abled) as an embedded philosophy and not as a 

compliance driven approach, so as have positive social impact and be able to provide an 

experience that is accessible to all. 

Studio Abstract



City, History, Fiction
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City, History, Fiction

Swapna Gopinath argues 

“Mukundan's novels on Mayyazhi are perfect 

examples…of history in fiction. The novels are 

shaped with the history of Mahe as the 

backdrop and the changes that take place in 

the small principality become the canvas on 

which the characters are painted with a touch 

of humaneness”

“On the Banks of the Mayyazhi is a fictional 

record - often with a strong factual basis - of  

the struggles and  travails of a people caught 

in the  trauma of transition that catches them 

unawares, pleases, baffles and horrifies them 

at the same time.”

Swapna Gopinath, The dialectic of historicity in modernist 

fiction A Comparative Study Based on the Select Works of 

James Joyce Franz Kafka O V Vijayan and M Mukundan, PhD 

Dissertation, 2006, University of Kerala



City, History, Fiction



Fictive-Material City/Space in the Novel  

The specific methodology for the studio is that it deliberately starts with M. Mukundan’s novel 

Mayyazhippuzhayude Theerangalil, translated into English as On the Banks of the Mayyazhi, as an 

entry into Mahe as a place. Instead of diving into site and context study, we wanted to the students 

to inhabit the fictive-material space of Mahe in the novel, and understand that the characters of the 

novel may be as real as the people who lived or live in Mahe.



Fictive-Material City/Space in the Novel

Each chapter generated 4-5 tiles, with each tile being a spatial vignette with three attributes a) 

event b) spatial quality or setting; c) emotion or atmosphere. The space, event, emotion triad must 

represent significant episodes in the novel. 



Fictive-Material City/Space in the Novel

The fictive space is made manifest as a graphic novel installation. The process was one of 

collaborative reading and rereading, and perhaps even subtly transforming the novel itself.



Fictive-Material City/Space in the Novel



This fictive-material space of the novel is then made tangible with the context study of Mahe. 

Students combined physical study of the city with deep listening, consolidating oral histories to 

amplify their understanding of the city (as the client). 

Lived/Real City Space

St. Teresa’s Shrine, Railway Station, Puttalam Temple, Kallappally Mosque, and the French Government 

Cemetery



Lived/Real City Space

Students developed a deep understanding of Mahe as fiction and reality, as past and present, and 

tangible and intangible. They should have a solid sense of what Mahe wants and needs and how to 

position the Cultural Interpretation Centre as a local, regional, national destination. 



Lived/Real City Space

The study focused on understanding the transformation of the urban and cultural landscape of 

Mahe, looking for signs of continuities as well as disruptions of memories, myths, legends, stories, 

identities, rituals and practices, ways of living, and important sites and buildings. This informed the 

students’ statement of culture that would form the foundation for the programme of the Cultural 

Interpretation Centre.



Chapters | Architectonics of Emotion

Students convert each tile into a distinct material-spatial volume at a scale of roughly 1:100, which 

are set of six to eight loosely connected volumes that are spatially distinct and capable of being 

combined.  



Chapters | Architectonics of Emotion
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Chapters | Architectonics of Emotion



The student will select certain key events or episodes (to eventually translate them into spatial/ 

three-dimensional framework/sequence). It is a kind of bubble diagram but here the graphic map 

has the narrative function, not the architectural function

Threads | Stories within Stories



Narratives and Assemblages



Narratives and Assemblages



Siting, Grounding
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Siting, Grounding

The site is a corner site on Collectorate Road, in front of Tagore Park (high historical, 

cultural and social significance), and in the vicinity of important institutions like the 

Government House. The site also has an intact historic house, which is being adapted 

for use in the proposed Cultural Interpretation Centre. 



Siting, Grounding

It is an important urban realm and a politically charged one because of being near the Regional 

Administrator’s office. It is important that any proposed scheme have a sympathetic response to the 

streetscape, and address the adjacency to important civic buildings and public open space.  



An important site condition is the view to the park and a view across Tagore Park to the Mahe River. 

The historic house bifurcates the site and requires the proposed schemes to work around, behind it. 

Siting, Grounding



Sited Fantasies

These models were then assembled, arrayed, and amalgamated, as well as sited, 

tested, remade, and retested to arrive at a precinct plan that combines narrative 

sequence with urban gesture and strategy. 



Sited Fantasies



Sited Fantasies
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Sited Fantasies



Architectural Becomings – I

Mid Sem

The architectural programme was negotiated into that, which required students to move from the 

three dimensional/ spatial/sensorial to the planar/organizational approach to accomodate functions/ 

movements. The students also developed their own architectural programme and area statement 

for a maximum built up area of 1500 sqm. 



Architectural Becomings – I



Architectural Becomings – I

Mid Sem



Precedents



Precedents



Architectural Becomings – II
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Architectural Becomings – II



“The most interesting aspect of the studio methodology that I observed was the way in which, at 

every stage, different mediums were used to abstract experiential qualities, oral histories, 

understanding of socio-cultural fabric and sensual data into tangible architectural language. The 

exercise of close reading Mukundan’s novel and then converting this deeply personal interpretation 

into graphic tiles seemed like a good way to generate interest in the project. The tiles becoming 

interfaces for the students to imaginatively inhabit the spaces in Mahe that are studied in real life 

added depth to their preliminary design stage. This, I feel, creates a good bridge between the studio 

space and the larger city space that they are analyzing.”

Peer Reviewer, Reshma Mathew

Review, Reflections | Peer Review



Review, Reflections | Studio Team

Narrative was simplified and not complexified and the interpretation tended to become too 

dependent on the novel; students selected the threads visually and textually and they were not 

hundred percent successful in uncovering the smaller stories; students did not understand volume, 

which was often viewed as an exterior mass/shape; in built scalar thinking of the architect as 

drawing/making at 1:100 was not always evidenced; statements of cultural significance were 

promising; representational palette was flat; students not able to sustain volumetric thinking where 

using a framed construction; site and urban conditions and opportunities (urban, heritage) were not 

grasped even though they were self evident; statement of architectural programme and work on 

area statement was good; social programme good.

Studio Team



Review, Reflections | Studio Lead

S4

1) Housing 1) for multiple stakeholders, and 

users; 2) competing needs of users from 

different backgrounds; and 3) which is 

incremental   

2) Architecture as form, space, order to 

Architecture as systems and infrastructure 

3) Collective inhabitation and building 

community 

4) Elementary design to designing with 

constraints (site topography, cost, area) 

S5

1) Public building and a small institution 

2) Thresholds to the public realm 

3) Structuring multiple/often overlapping 

circulation routes (private/ public, 

experiential/functional) and functional 

zones

4) Functions to Programme

5) Social and cultural needs to cultural 

identity and relevance 

6) Set functional requirements to 

developing area statement based on 

architectural programme

7) Simple space planning to material and 

structural articulation 



Methods of Meandering | Studio Lead

I
Novel

Graphic tile 

Micronarratives 

II
Architectonic model

Assemblages

Sited assemblages

III
Site 

Context 

Zoning

Cultural history and 

significance 

IV

Architectural 

programme

Area statement 

Preliminary Design

Pre final 

Final  

Steps were sequential but the creative methodology was neither linear, nor strong. We realized how 

students have a way of subverting anything that is a straightjacket, and we started questioning how 

much one should really ‘drive’ a particular methodology. We valued stage learning (and marked 

them as such) instead of rewarding the linear progression. 

Hence, while some students had an affinity for their second stream which they developed further 

with the help of the third and the fourth stream, others were inspired more by their first stream work 

(narratives), ‘skipped’ the architectonic stage, and went straight to narrative, site and programme. 

Others found greater safety is starting again from the third and the fourth stream, and finishing well. 



Review, Reflections | Students

“The essence of a place is its people and their culture. Giving a physical interpretation of it is a 

challenging and interesting task. The Semester 5 studio was about understanding, processing and 

analyzing a place. The studio was explorative and directive starting from exploring the spatial 

quality of the tectonic models to the final design looking into the finest details.” Jahana

“S5 Studio was new way of learning and  doing things. Very much explorative in nature in both 

conceptual/architectonic stage and design stage where we could make our own programs and 

statements to it as an  'interpretation center'. I personally learnt to look at  the things from a different 

perspective from the initial stage of architectonic models, i.e reading and making  which then 

developed into the final design.” Azad

"We had an exploration based studio looking more into  developing an understanding on space and 

tectonics. It was first time we were doing a public space of this scale.The Cultural Interpretation 

Centre for a place like Mahe, unwraping the embeded layers of Mahe's past and present, 

culminating into something fruitful, to bring a sense of identity and ownership to the place and 

people was an interesting journey. Eventhough could'nt develop completely at the end or get more 

into its layers of detail, the learning has happened in all aspects which I believe will get reflected 

along my way forward.” Zayan



Studio (Dream) Team


